The uranium plasma nuclear rocket i s a proposed device which features a high specific impulse. The objective of t h i s study was t o find the upper l i m i t of the ability of the seeded hydrogen propellant t o intercept the thenael radiation from the high temperature fuel and thus protect the reactor cavity well from excessive heat flux. This limit fixes the maximm reactor power that can be used for a fixed propellant f l o w rate; and determines the maximum achievable cavity specific impulse. This maximm cavity propellant temperature can then.be used t o find the amount of nozzle weJl
seeded transpiration flow that i s necessary. This reqgred nozzle coolant flow reduces the maximum cavity specific impulse t o some lower v a l~ that i s the maximum specific impulse such as an engine system can provide. The model used for the heattransfer calculation i s as follows: f l o w enters the cavity wall a t a givep temperature, and picks up the amount of radiant heat deposited on the inner surface of the wall a s it flows through it. The propellant then leaves the wall a t the solidwall-limited temperature and begins t o flow radia J l y inuard inside the cavity. Between the w a l l and the central uranium plasma there i s an energy balance between the absorbing hydrogen f l o w toward the plasma and the radiant heat flux toward the w a l l . The same basic heat-transfer d y s i s is,. used in the cavity and i n the nozzle. However, i n the nozzle, one must additionally specify the boundary layer thickness caused by the injection of the absorbing, transpiration coolant flow. The thickness of this coolant layer i n the nozzle i s calculated frcun conservation of mass and momentum.
This study shaved that, for an eight foot cavity d i e t e r uranium plasma nuclear rocket operating a t a pressure of 1000 atm and a propellant mass flow rate o f 1 0 lbm/s, the cavity wall could be cooled up t o a paver level of 7400 MW. This corresponded t o a maximum cavity specific impulse of 5800 s. The wall heat flux was very law for any reactor power below t h i s l i m i t of 7400 MW. The reason for t h i s was that there was a relatively cool, opaque insulating layer of seeded propellant between the hot plasma and the solid wall. The degradation effect of the transpirationally cooled nozzle on the cavity specific impulse resulted i n a maximm specific impulse of 5200 seconds a t a reactor power of 7400 MW, Approximately 12 percent of the t o t a l propellant was used t o cool the nozzle well. cavity w a l l , around the f'uel and is then exhausted through the nozzle. The objective of this study was t o determine the upper limits on specific impulse placed by the wall coding requirements of both the reactor cavity and the exhaust nozzle.
As the propellant flows through the cavity w a l l , i t is heated from cryogenic temperatures t o solid-wall-limited temperatures. Thus, the pmpellant transpirationally cools the cavity wall. The amount of energy deposited i n the propellant as it flows through the wall equals the amount of energy deposited on the cavity side of the w a l l by the impinging radiant and conductive heat flux. his assumes the ganrma heating of the wall i s s d . ) Thus, specifying inside and outside wall.
temperatures (and the mass flow through the cavity well) fixes the allowable cavity wall heat flux. Using the radial component of the energy equation, a modified diffusion approximation f o r the radiant heat flux and an assumed radial mass flow profile inside the cavity, the' radial temperature profile and heat flux profile from the edge of the fuel t o the cavity well can be calculated. From these profiles the reactor power, the cavity Isp, and the thrust can be calculated.
As the propellant leaves the reactor cavity and flows through the nozzle, it begins t o heat the nozzle wall by forced convection and by themal radiation. A layer of seeded coolant gas must be injected through the nozzle wall. This ccdant transpirationally cools the nozzle waJl i n much the same way as the propellant cools the cavity w a l l . In the nozzle the heat-transfer dimension i s much smaller than in the cavity; therefore, the coolant flow rate per unit area must be much larger in the nozzle than i n the cavity.
The approach used in t h i s study was f i r s t t o find the cavity wall cooling limitation; t h i s w i l l determine the maximum reactor power and the maximum cavity specific impulse. Then, using the corresponding propellant outlet temperature, the amount of required nozzle wall coolant i s determined, and the cavity specific impulse i s reduced due t o t h i s additional flow of cooler gas. The resulting specific impulse i s the m a x h that can be produced by the engine without burning out either the reactor cavity nail or the nozzle w a l l . ~nLens-ty, w/(m2-sr-HZ) between the radially inward convection toward the plasma and the radially outward heat flux toward the k "LlerrnaL conductivity, w/m wall. In vector notation this can be written as: Ihe rnodei. used for the heat-transfer cdcu-LaC~on is sh07,m in Fig. 2 . Flow enters a wall at I. Lercpcratue, To, then picks up the amount of helL d~epossted on the wall, and then leaves the vdl ELL a temperature, Tw. In terms of enthalpy, kt, tbss heat balance is:
l -l s s d~ m e cavity, there is an energy balance combining Eqs. (7) and ( 8 ) Fig. 4 , .is n-4 =O -(-l)n zn-L EL4 (7) Neglecting the terms of the series for which n is greater than one yields 9~ = 2 a $ 3 ( d -2@l $3(Tp -1 ) + 2 a~4 (~3 ( z p --1 where Eqs. (8) and (9) have been rewritten i n Cylindrical geometry, and the control volume i s a convergent-divergent s h e l l next t o the nozzle wall. which i s just the standard diffusion approximation. Figure 5 i l l u s t r a t e s the complexity of the problem. It shows the "Rosseland Mean Absorption The optical depth i s related t o the distance Coefficient" versus temperature. ~t low temperafrom t4e cavity wall by tures the solid seed is the dominant absorber. As the temperature increases, the solid-seed absorp-Q = a & ( 6, tion coefficient Lecreases because the propellant density decreases and, therefore, the number of Using the given w a l l temperature, the cdculated solid particles per unit volume also decreases. wall heat flux from Eq. ( l ) , and the given wall.
A t some temperature (-5000' K) the solid seed bed i s t a c e as boundary conditions, the differential gins t o vaporize a d the absorption coefficient de-Eqs. (21, (31, a d (6) with the awciliary creases very sharply. In the temperature region Eqs. (4), (5) and an assmed variation of mass between 7000-10,000° K, the absorption i s due mainflow rate, (pv(6) e q d s a constant), can be intel y t o seed vapor which i n t h i s case i s uranium grated numerically from the wall. the cavity. vapor, since i n these calculations we have used depleted uranium as the seed'material. A t temper-The heat-transfer analysis used i n the nozzle atures above 10,0000 K, the absorption i s due maini s the same as that used in the cavity. A flow l y t o the hydrogen becoming absorptive. model used i n the calculation of the coolant boundary layer thickness i s shown in Fig. 3 . Con- Figure 6 shows results of some typical reacservation of mass requires t o r cavity calculations. Figure 6 the cavity ins'ide wall temperature remains nearly constant a t 944' K. A t a reactor power equal t o about 7400 MW, the w a l l temperature has increased r a p l a y to a value t h a t approaches and would soon exceed s o l i d w a l l temperature l i m i t s . This value of reactor power would be the maxhum allowable reactor power, and for t h i s particular s e t of input parameter ?rdues corresponds t o a maximum a t t a i nable cavity specific impulse of 5800 seconds. Because reactor power could fluctuate, a "nominal operating poweru l e v e l would probably be fixed a t 90 percent or so of the maximum operating power. These r e s u l t s are not intended t o be the f i n a l word on she complicated subject of Is limitations of a gas-core rocket engine due $0 thermal protection requirements. These r e s u l t s were obtained by a "first-cut" look a t the problem. The answers appear encouraging, but more information on seeded hydrogen opacity and on transpiration flow i n the presence of thermal radiation absorpt i o n i s required.
This study has shown that f o r an eight foot cavity diameter uranium plasma nuclear rocket operating a t a pressure of 1000 atm, and a propelliwt mass flow r a t e of 10 lbm/sec, the cavity wall could be cooled up t o a reactor power l e v e l of 7400 W. This corresponded t o a maximwn cavity specific impulse of 5800 s. The w a l l heat flux was very low for any reactor parer below t h i s l i m i t of 7400 MW, The reason for t h i s was t h a t there was a r e l a t i v e l y cool, opaque insulating l a y e r of sceded pxopellant between the hot plasma and the s o l i d wall, 
